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      You are looking for the necessary documents for submitting your project proposal? On this page we compiled all the necessary information in various languages.

  
  
  



  






  

        

      

      
              
          

                      
              
                

  
  

  The ASA Programme




        
  

  
    Here you will find general information on the project proposal for all programme elements and formats at a glance.  
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  Information on Specific Programme Elements




            ASA NGO

      
  

  
    The programme element ASA gives you the opportunity to propose projects in the basic and global programme formats. The basis format includes a three-month project phase in a country in Africa, Asia, Latin America or South East Europe and the global format a six-month project phase in Germany and a partner country. You can find more information on the offer in the following documents.  
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            ASApreneurs

      
  

  
    For ASApreneurs, you can propose six-month projects. They start for  three months in Germany and continue for another three months at a partner institution in a country in Africa, Asia, Latin America or South Eastern Europe. More information can be found here:  
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            ASA Academia

      
  

  
    Within the framework of ASA Academia (previously: ASA University Cooperation), you can propose six-month projects which, after three months at a university in Germany, will be continued for a further three months at a partner institution in a country in Africa, Asia, Latin America or South East Europe. Please find more detailed information on the specifics of this programme element below:  
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  Project proposal form




        
  
      Please use the following form to submit your project proposal for the ASA Programme 2024. Please distinguish between the programme components "ASA basic" and "ASA global ASApreneurs ASA Academia".

  
  
  



  








            ASA basic
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            ASA global / ASApreneurs / ASA Academia
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  Additional information for the global programme format




        
  

  
    In the global format, young people from Germany and from countries in Africa, Asia, Latin America or South-East Europe jointly participate not only in the seminars, but also throughout asix-month project phase. Please note the additional information for future partner institutions on financing the global format’s project phases.  
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  Information on  digital projects




        
  

  
    Here you can find more information on how to submit a digital project proposal for the ASA programme 2024.  
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            Deadlines

      
  
      Project proposals for the ASA Programme 2023 can now be submitted. The submission deadlines vary between mid-August and mid-September, depending on the programme element chosen. 
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Contact

ENGAGEMENT GLOBAL gGmbH

ASA Programme
Lützowufer 6 | 10785 Berlin | Germany

Phone: +49 30 254 82 - 0
Fax: +49 30 254 82 - 359
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